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EPA Region 9

EPA’s Excess Food Opportunities Map

• Informs waste management and food recovery at the local level, and 
identify potential sources of organic feedstocks, infrastructure gaps, and 
alternatives to landfill

• Supports diversion of excess food from landfills through the identification 
and display of establishment-specific information about potential 
generators and recipients of excess food

• “Excess Food” refers to food – whether processed, semi-processed or raw 
– that is intended for human consumption but was removed from the 
supply chain
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EPA Region 9

EPA’s Excess Food Opportunities Map

• Includes potential excess food generators and low/high estimates for their 
amount of excess food 

• food manufacturing and processing facilities

• food wholesale and retail 

• restaurants and food services

• hospitality industry

• healthcare facilities

• educational institutions

• correctional facilities

• food banks

• Includes potential excess food recipients:

• anaerobic digestion facilities

• composting facilities

• food banks
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Excess Food 
Generators



EPA Region 9

Food Manufacturing and Processing Facilities

397 listed for Nevada

Estimated excess food generated: Low-end estimate -- 9,539 tons High-end estimate – 30,589 tons
*Doesn’t include 39 facilities for which we had insufficient data to develop estimates

Data Source: Represents food manufacturers and processors associated with 46 NAICS codes. Establishment-specific 
information except the annual excess food estimate was licensed to the EPA from Hoovers, Inc. in 2018 

The generation factors from three, relevant, original research studies were used to calculate excess food generation when 
multiplied by each facilities’ annual sales revenue.
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Food Wholesale and Retail

1,453 listed for Nevada

Estimated excess food generated: Low-end estimate – 4,615 tons High-end estimate – 198,662 tons

*Doesn’t include 1 facility for which we had insufficient data to develop an estimate

Data Source: Represents food wholesalers, distributors, and supermarket and grocery stores associated with 17 NAICS codes. 
Establishment-specific information except the annual excess food estimate was licensed to the EPA from Hoovers, Inc. in 2018 

Calculations used to estimate annual excess food weight are described in EPA’s 2019 publication: Technical Methodology for 
the EPA Excess Food Opportunities Map
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EPA Region 9

Restaurants and Food Service

5,425 listed for Nevada

Estimated excess food generated: Low-end estimate – 42,566 tons High-end estimate –114,186 tons
*Doesn’t include 113 facilities for which we had insufficient data to develop estimates

Data Source: Represents restaurants and caterers represented by 6 NAICS codes. Establishment-specific information except the 
annual excess food estimate was licensed to the EPA from Hoovers, Inc. in 2018 

The generation factors from four research studies were used to estimate excess food generation for full-service and limited-
service establishments.
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Hospitality Industry

2,102 listed for Nevada

Estimated excess food generated: Low-end estimate – 29,432 tons High-end estimate – 155,634 tons

Data Source: Represents hotels and motels, casinos, and casino hotels associated with three NAICS codes. Establishment-specific 
information except the annual excess food estimate was licensed to the EPA from Hoovers, Inc. in 2018

The generation factors from four studies based on empirical data collected direction from sampled hotels were used to 
calculate excess food generation when multiplied by each facilities’ number of employees.
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EPA Region 9

Healthcare Facilities

76 listed for Nevada

Estimated excess food generated: Low-end estimate -- 904 tons High-end estimate – 4,850 tons
*Doesn’t include 16 facilities for which we had insufficient data to develop estimates

Data Source: Represents healthcare facilities associated with three NAICS codes. Hospital bed data was obtained from Dept 
of Homeland Security’s Homeland Infrastructure Foundation-Level Data (2017)

The generation factors from four studies that involved original research or which present foundation, widely cited estimates.
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EPA Region 9

Educational Institutions

808 listed for Nevada

Estimated excess food generated: Low-end estimate – 5,653 tons High-end estimate – 28,407 tons

*Doesn’t include 10 facilities for which we had insufficient data to develop estimates

Data Source: Includes colleges and universities and public and private elementary and secondary schools. The data for each 
type of institution were collected from publicly accessible databases available at National Center for Education Statistics from
2015 and 2016

Calculations used to estimate annual excess food weight are described in EPA’s 2019 publication: Technical Methodology for 
the EPA Excess Food Opportunities Map
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EPA Region 9

Correctional Institutions

45 listed for Nevada

Estimated excess food generated: Low-end estimate – 2,632 tons High-end estimate – 4,754 tons

Data Source: Represents correctional facilities associated with a single NAICS code. Establishment-specific information except 
the annual excess food estimate was licensed to the EPA from Hoovers, Inc. in 2018 

The generation factors from six studies based on empirical data collected from various prisons and then multiplied by the 
number of employees and inmates per an employee.
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EPA Region 9

Food Banks

2 listed for Nevada

Estimated excess food generated: Low-end estimate -- 196 tons High-end estimate – 23,181 tons

Data Source: Represents facilities that recover excess food to feed people across the US. Food bank information was collected 
in 2015 from Feeding America, and includes food banks as well as Partner Distribution Organizations and Regional 
Distribution Organizations 

Feeding America provided data on generation of excess food as reported by individual food banks in its network, where 
available. 
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Excess Food 
Recipients



Food Banks
2 listed for Nevada

Data Source: Represents facilities that recover excess food to feed people across the US. Food bank 
information was collected in 2015 from Feeding America, and includes food banks as well as Partner 
Distribution Organizations and Regional Distribution Organizations 
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Anaerobic Digestion Facilities
5 listed for Nevada

Data Source: Represents operational anaerobic digestion facilities that could potentially accept excess food. 
The data was compiled from lists maintained by US EPA staff and the AgSTAR program.
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Compost Facilities
7 listed for Nevada

Data Source: Represents operational composting facilities that may accept excess food as a feedstock. This 
data was compiled in 2018 from state agencies and their websites.
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Analyzing the 
Estimates
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More Generation Factors

If you have business specific statistics, then it’s possible 
to use the food waste generation figures detailed in our 
most recent report and used in EPA’s “Facts and Figures 
Report.”

EPA’s Wasted Food Measurement Methodology 
Scoping Memo (July 2020)
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Initial Thoughts

• If the goal for the baseline is to estimate the potential excess food that could be collected for donation, then EPA’s Excess
Food Opportunities Map is a good starting point.

• Depending on available Nevada specific data, you could further refine the estimates and use the most relevant generation factors from EPA’s Excess 
Food Opportunities Map technical methodology or in EPA’s Wasted Food Measurement Methodology Scoping Memo (July 2020)

• For example, if you have data on the number of hotel employees you could use the generation factor of 1,137.83 lbs/employee/year, arriving at 
a single estimate per a generator rather than a range.

• If the goal is to develop a baseline for the total amount of excess food and food waste that is generated in the state, then 
additional generators would need to be included such as:

• The residential sector (multifamily and single family)

• Sports venues

• Office buildings

• Nursing homes

• Military installations

• Then gather available data/develop estimates on excess food and food waste sent to each of the recipient types/ 
management pathways
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Pathways
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Excess Food Generated 
in Nevada

Food Banks

Compost Facilities

Animal Feed

Anaerobic Digesters

Landfill
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Questions?
Jenny Stephenson

US EPA Region 9

Stephenson.jenny@epa.gov

mailto:Stephenson.jenny@epa.gov
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